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Resonant mixed fractional-order p-Laplacianboundary value 
problem on the half-line 
https://doi.org/10.1515/msds-2020-0141Received August 3, 2021; accepted November 15, 2021Abstract:This study aims at establishing the solvability of a 
fractional-orderp-Laplacian boundary valueproblem involving both the left Caputo and right Riemann-Liouville fractional derivatives on the half-line. 
Inorder to overcome the nonlinearity of the fractional dierential operator, we apply the Ge and Ren coincidencedegree theorem to obtain existence 
results for the boundary value problem at resonance. An example is givento demonstrate the established results.Keywords:Coincidence degree, half-

line, fractional derivative, p-Laplacian, resonance.MSC:70K30; 34B10; 34B15; 34A081IntroductionIn this paper, we obtain existence results for 
the following fractional-order p-Laplacian boundary value prob-lem at resonance on the half-line with nonlocal boundary conditionsDa−φp(Db0+u(t)) 
=e−tw(t,u(t),Db0+u(t)),t∈(0,∞),(1)I1−b0+u(0) = 0,φp(Db0+u(∞)) =φp(Db0+u(0)),(2)whereDa−is the left Caputo fractional derivative on the half line andDb0+the 
right Riemann-Louville fractionalderivative on the half-line,0<a,b≤1,1<a+b≤2,φp(r) =|r|p−2,p≠2, withφq=φ−1pand1/q+1/p= 1.w: [0,+∞)×R2→Ris a continuous 
function.Recently, fractional dierential equations have become the focus of many researches mainly due to theprogress made in the development of 
the theory of fractional calculus and due to its widespread applica-tion in engineering and science like in signal processing, viscoelasticity, 
bioengineering, uid dynamics [16].Fractional order derivatives have useful tools for solving integral and dierential equations and can handlemodels 
more accurately than integer order derivatives [4]. Fractional order derivatives contain a memory termwhich enables it to describe the memory and 
hereditary properties of various processes and materials [18].The presence of thep-Laplacian operator on a boundary value problem causes the 
fractional dierentialopertator to become nonlinear. Boundary value problems involveingp-Laplacian operator occur in combus-tion theory, nonlinear 
elasticity, population biology, glaciology, non-Newtonian mechancis, plasma physicsand the study of drain ows; see [4, 13]. Whenp= 2the fractional 
dierential operator becomes linear.Existence results have been been obtained by dierent researchers for fractional order boundary valueproblems 
using dierent methods. When the corresponding homogenous problem of the fractional dieren-tial operator has a trivial solution, xed point methods are 
applied; see [1, 6, 7, 11, 12, 17]. For the case where*Corresponding Author: O. F. Imaga:Department of Mathematics, Covenant University, Nigeria, E-
mail:imaga.ogbu@covenantuniversity.edu.ngS. A. Iyase:Department of Mathematics, Covenant University, Nigeria, E-mail: samuel.iyase@covenantuniversity.edu.ngO. G. 
Odekina:Department of Mathematics, Covenant University, Nigeria, E-mail: onuche.odekina@covenantuniversity.edu.ng 
Resonant p-Laplacian mixed FBVP on the half-lineË329the corresponding homogenous fractional dierential equation has a non-tricial solution and the 
fractionaldierential operator is nonlinear as a result of the presence of the p-Laplacian operator, the Ge and Ren co-incidence degree theorem [5] is 
used to establish existence results; see [9, 19–21]The associated homogeneous problem of boundary value problem (1)-(2):Da−φp(Db0+u(t)) = 
0,t∈(0,∞),I1−b0+u(0) = 0,φp(Db0+u(∞)) =φp(Db0+u(0)),has s non-trivial solutionu(t) =dtb,d∈R, hence (1)-(2) is a resonance problem.In [4], the authors 
considered the following fractionalp-Laplacian boundary value problem at resonancewhenp= 2Dβ0+φp(Dα0+x(t)) =f(t,x(t),Dα0+x(t)),t∈[0,1]subject to the 
boundary conditionsDα0+x(0) =Dα0+x(1) = 0,where0<α,β≤1,1<α+β≤2,φp(s) =|s|p−2s,p>1,Dα0+is a Caputo fractional derivative, andf: [0,1]×R2→Ris a 
continuous function.Bai and Zhang [3] obtained existence of solution for the following three point boundary value problemof fractional dierential 
equation with nonlinear growth at resonance by applying Coincidence degreeDα0+u(t) =f(t,u(t),Dα−10+u(t),0<t<1,u(0) = 0,u(1) =σu(η),where1<α≤2,Dα0+is 
the Riemann-Liouville derivative,f: [0,1]×R2→Ris continuous,σ∈(0,∞),η∈(0,1)and the resonance condition isσηα−1.In [21], the authors studied the 
following fractional order boundary value problem{Da0+u(t) =f(t,u(t),Da−10+u(t)),t∈(0,∞),u(0) = 0,limt→∞D0+u(t) =βu(η),where0<a,b≤1,1<a+b≤2,p= 2,fis a 
continuous function,Da0+andDb0+are Caputo fractionalderivatives.In [10], Imaga and Iyase considered a second-order p-Laplacian boundary value 
problem. at resonance:(φp(u′(t)))′+g(t,u(t),u′(t)) = 0,t∈(0,+∞),φp(u′(0)) =+∞∫0v(t)φp(u′(t))dt,φp(u′(+∞)) =m∑j=1βjηj∫0φp(u′(t))dt,whereg: [0,+∞)×R2→Ris anL1-
Caratheodory function,0<η1<η2<ꞏꞏꞏ ≤ηm<+∞,βj∈R,j= 1,2,. . .,m,v∈L1[0,∞),v(t)>0andφp(s) =|s|p−2,p≥2. They used the Ge and Ren continuationtheory to 
obtain existence results.Also, in [20], the authors used the Ge and Ren continuation theorem to obtain existence result for thefollowing fractionalp-
Laplacian problem at resonance(φp(Dα0+x(t)))′+f(t,x(t),Dα0+x(t)) = 0,0<t<+∞,(3)x(0) =x′(0) = 0,φp(Dα0+x(+∞)) =n∑i=1αiφp(Dα0+x(ξi)),(4)where1<α≤2,Dα0+is 
the standard Riemann-Liouville fractional derivative,0<ξ1<ξ2<. . . ξn<+∞,αi>0,∑ni=1αi= 1,φ−1p=φqwith1/p+ 1/q= 1.Motivated by the above results, we 
study the solvability for a resonant fractional-orderp-Laplacianboundary value problem at resonance on the half-line. Though, some researchers have 
considered mixed 
330ËO. F. Imaga, S. A. Iyase, and O. G. Odekinafractional-order boundary value problem; see [2, 8], to the best of our knowledge this is the rst work 
toconsiderp-Laplacian mixed fractional boundary value problems on the half-line. In Section 2 of this work,required lemmas, theorem and denitions will 
be presented, Section 3 contains conditions for existence ofsolutions. An example will be given in Section 4 to illustrate the results 

obtained.2PreliminariesIn this section, we will give denitions, lemmas and theorems that will be used in this work.Denition 2.1.([5]) Let (U,‖ꞏ‖U) 
and (Z,‖ꞏ‖Z) be any two Banach spaces andM:U∩domM→Zacontinuous operator. IfM(X∩domM)is a closed subset ofZandkerM={u∈U∩domM:Mu= 
0}islinearly homeomorphic toRn,n<∞, then,Mis quasi-linear.LetU1= kerMandU2be the complement ofU1inU, such thatU=U1⊕U2. Also, letZ1⊂ZandZ2, 
thecomplement ofZ1inZsuch thatZ=Z1⊕Z2. Similarly, letE:U→U,F:Z→Zbe continuous projectorsandΩ⊂Ube open and bounded with the 
originθ∈Ω.Denition 2.2.([5]) LetNk:Ω→Z,k∈[0,1]be a continuous operator and let∨k={u∈Ω:Mu=Nku}.We denoteN1byN.Nkis said to beM-compact inΩif 
there exists a vector subspaceZ1ofZwithdimZ1=dimU1and a continuous and compact operator,P:Ω×[0,1]→U2such that, 
fork∈[0,1](ρ1)(I−F)Nk(Ω)⊂ImM⊂(I−F)Z;(ρ2)FNku=θ,k∈(0,1)⇔FNu=θ;(ρ3)P(ꞏ,k)is the zero operator andP(ꞏ,k)|∨k= (I−E)|∨k;(ρ4)M[E+P(ꞏ,k)] = 



(I−F)Nk.Theorem 2.1.([5]). Let(U,‖ꞏ‖U)and(Z,‖ꞏ‖Z)be any two Banach spaces andΩ⊂Ube bounded, openand nonempty. Assume thatM:U∩domM→Zis a 
quasi-linear operator andNk:Ω→Z,k∈[0,1]isM-compact onΩ. Suppose the following 
hold:(τ1)Mu≠Nku,∀(u,k)∈∂Ω×(0,1),(τ2)FNu≠0,∀u∈kerM∩∂Ω,(τ3)deg(JFN,kerM∩Ω,0) ≠0, whereF:Z→ImFis a projector andJ:ImF→kerMis a 
homeomorphismwithJ(θ) =θ.Then at least one solution exists for the abstract equationMu=Nuin domM∩ΩwhereN=N1.Denition 2.3.[4]. The 
setX⊂Udened byX={u∈C[0,∞),limt→∞u(t)exist}is relatively compact ifX1={u(t)1 +ta−1:u∈X},X2={Da0+u(t) :u∈X}are uniformly bounded; equicontinuous on 
any compact subinterval of[0,∞)and equiconvergent at∞.Denition 2.4.. Letα>0, the left-sided Caputo and right-sided Riemann-Liouville fractional 
integral of afunctionx: (0,∞)→Ris dened byIα−x(t) =1Γ(α)∞∫tx(r)(r−t)1−αdr,t∈[0,∞)andIα0+x(t) =1Γ(α)t∫0x(r)(t−r)1−αdr,t∈[0,∞)respectively. 
Resonant p-Laplacian mixed FBVP on the half-lineË331Denition 2.5.Letα>0, the left-sided Caputo and right-sided Riemann-Liouville fractional derivative of 
afunctionx: (0,∞)→Ris dened byDα−x(t) =(−1)nΓ(n−α)dndtn∞∫tx(r)(r−t)α−n+1dr,t∈[0,∞),andDα0+x(t) =1Γ(n−α)dndtnt∫0x(r)(t−r)α−n+1dr,t∈[0,∞)respectively 
wheren= [a] + 1.Denition 2.6.Let a>0, then the Euler Gamma function is given asΓ(a) =∞∫0ra−1e−rdr.Lemma 2.1.[14]. Leta∈(0,∞). The general solution of 
the Riemman-Liouville fractional dierential equa-tionDa0+w(t) = 0isw(t) =b1ta−1+b2ta−2+ꞏꞏꞏ+bnta−n, wherebj∈R,j= 1,2. . .,nwhile, the general solution of the 
Caputofractional dierential equationDa0+w(t) = 0isw(t) =d0+d1t+ꞏꞏꞏ+dntn, wheredi∈R,i= 0,1,. . .,nandn= [a] + 1is the smallest integer greaterthan or equal 
toa.Lemma 2.2.[14 


